HOW TO READ YOUR ELECTRICITY BILL
Systematic approach
By comprehensively understanding your electricity bill, you guarantee that the utility service is effectively managed and
thus make your business sustainable.
Always follow these six step when reading your electricity bill:
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2

Ensure that all
account related
information is
correct.

3

Verify that
the electrical
meter number matches
to the bill
received.

4

Ensure you
are billed on
the correct
tariff structure.

Analyse
previous bills
to confirm
there are no
discrepancies.

5 Install a check
meter to
verify that the
council meter
installed has
been set up
correctly,
as well as
to assist in
effectively
managing
what you
measure.

6

Conduct a
tariff analysis
to confirm
that your
organisation
is on the
correct tariff
structure.

An example of an electricity bill
The example that follows describes the consumption data and costs associated with an eThekwini electricity invoice, other
retailers such as Eskom and local municipalities have different layouts for their bills but generally exhibit similar data.

LEGEND FOR THE FIGURES TO FOLLOW:
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Tax invoice number: This is typically used by
the accounts department for VAT purposes.
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Client’s address and account details:
Confirm that this information is correct for
your company.

2
3
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Account number: Use this as reference
when making payment or querying a
problem on your account.

4

This should reflect your company’s VAT
number.

4
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This is the balance brought forward from
the previous month, as well as confirmation
that the retailer has received payment from
your company.
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The total payment expected by the retailer
for the current consumption.
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Details for the retailer when making
payment.
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Did you know?
• The tariff structure is dependent on voltage intake; distance from the source; as well as maximum demand,
which must be approved by the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA). In many instances
reducing your notified maximum demand can yield monetary savings that can take into consideration
future expansions etc.
• If you are on a time of use tariff structure and have large inductive loads such as electrical motors etc., it
is imperative that power factor correction (PFC) is installed on your main incomer. Additional monetary
savings can be achieved by load shifting, i.e., shift loads to operate during off peak or standard periods
where the average weighted R/kWh is relatively cheaper to operate.
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Clients address and account details:
Confirm that this information is correct for
your company.

16
16

This is active energy broken up into peak,
standard and off peak for the ITOU tariff
structure.
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Reference: This refers to the actual physical
address for your company. Review and
confirm if these details are correct.
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17

10
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This refers to the type of tariff structure your
company is registered with the retailer.
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The supply voltage that the retailer supplies
your company with.
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Details of the tariff structure your company
is billed on.

Network demand charge: This is a charge
that is variable on a month-to-month basis
and is charged on the actual demand
measured. Demand charge is the highest
actual demand recorded over a 30 minute
period during the billing period. Network
demand charge is dependent on the power
factor of the site and is only applicable to
TOU tariffs.
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Meter number: Confirm if these details are
correct.
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This is the actual energy consumption and
demand for the billing month.
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Meter reading period notes the date and
month.

Network access charge is a tariff component
that is fixed on an annual basis and is
charged as a R/kVA on the greater of the
notified maximum demand or the actual
demand. The network access charge should
be the highest kVA that the customer
expects the municipality to be in a position
to supply.
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Voltage surcharge is dependant on your
companies intake voltage.
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Reflects the yearly profile of energy
consumption, cost spent and maximum
demand on a year to date basis.
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An illustration of the maximum demand vs.
NMD profile on a year to date basis.
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An illustration of the energy profile on a year
to date basis.
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An illustration of the cost in rands on a year
to date basis.

